By Jeannette Wing
(Jeannette Wing is a member of the Women's Fencing Team.)

On December 3, the MIT Women's Fencing Team (2-3) beat Baruch College on indicators, winning by 10 touches.

Unaccustomed to the quick New York tempo, MIT fell behind to Baruch and by the tenth bout MIT was down 3-7. Undaunted, the women started fencing more aggressively to win the last five out of the 6 remaining bouts to even the score at 8-8. With the score tied, the meet was decided using the total numbers of touches received by each team, and MIT won 53-63.

Co-captain Judy Austin '77 led the team with three solid victories. Co-captain Meredith Boice '78 beat two of her opponents; Jeannette Wing '78, one Michelle Prentym '79 contributed two wins, the second of which was the key victory of the meet. 1 wins, the second of which was a final bout score of 7-9. However, Austin fenced with winning all four of her bouts. Boice, Wing, and Prettyman each contributed one victory.

Earlier in the season, the MIT women beat Rhode Island College 7-2, and Radcliffe 6-10. Hopefully, when the season resumes in January the women will regain the momentum they had during last year's 10-3 season.

We get a better deal, you get a lower price.

People are always asking us, "How can you afford to offer such low prices and still hold such strong guarantees?" The answer is surprisingly simple. Of all the places you can buy film, only Tech Hifi has the combined purchasing power of fifty-five stereo stores. We buy in such large volume, that we get a better deal from the manufacturers. Which means you get a better deal when you buy from us (we actually guarantee you the lowest price in writing).

In addition to our unbeatable low prices and fourteen important satisfaction guarantees, Tech Hifi offers the kind of knowledgeable, personalized advice that's so important when you shop for hi-fi -- because a low price on the wrong music system or component is no bargain.

Great systems at the guaranteed lowest prices in the area.

Just one of many complete component systems on sale at Tech Hifi this week features accurate KLH 100 two-way loudspeakers, a high performance Nikko 2025 stereo receiver and the fully-equipped BSR 2206X automatic turntable... all for just $299! If you find this system selling for a lower price anywhere in New England within thirty days of purchase, we'll gladly refund the difference.

WHY TECH HIFI'S PRICES ARE LOWER THAN OTHER STORES:

1. No middleman between you and the manufacturers.
2. Unmatched purchasing power.
3. Well-known speakers.
4. Quality components.
5. Low prices.

In some cases we can even increase a parallel gain or speed response of a set of components, which means you can actually hear the original sound. We don't offer a guarantee unless we can actually hear the original sound.

But what we offer is a guarantee that is so strong that you can rest easy when you shop for hi-fi. And we don't just brag about it, we offer a guarantee that's written in stone. Here's our guarantee: Buy from Tech Hifi and you'll be satisfied or your money back...

We're open till 9:00 P.M. on weekdays, and 6:00 P.M. Saturdays.

See page 2.